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Abstract
Let us see that Glossary by the theory of Absolutes
Demonstration
Absolute Time


*

The idea that there can be a Universal clock.
-Stephen Hawking
The theory of Relativity showed that there could be no such concept
-Einstein

*

The new idea that the Sun is a Universal sky Clock
-sukalal vispute

Absolute
At this Time, which we are looking that i.e. Absolutes
I am looking you, You are looking me. Both are present now. It is clear that both are absolute
Absolute Zero
The lowest possible temperature 1/C sec. Is a absolute Zero i. e. nucleus
Event
Always, event occurs between two absolute zero points which contain into the same two bodies and get
result as hallmark.
Corollary
C/1sec is a tenet.

1/Csec is corollary
Corollary science
Physical science may not be sufficient, can not creates the matter. it is contained into the
corollary science. Because, corollary science creates the matter and gives full information of matter.
Ether
There can be fluidize ether in the aspect of together space time motion as per the unit of 1/c g
,1/C cm, 1/C sec which is required for propagation electromagnetic radiation
Earth
We live in the earth not on the earth .By the theory of Absolutes. To consider is need
Gravitation
Gravitation creates into the matter. Each matter is in rotatory motion. Therefore, Gravitation
surround to us always. The earth is in rotarory. We are into the earth. All action in our body occurs due
to the gravity of the earth.
Surface
No such concept of surface in this world. Because, each particle in each other.
Higgs Boson
Higgs Boson may not be the God particle. To get it you must go further up to 1/C sec.
Energy
E = mc2 is an external Energy (C/1 sec.)
E = mc-2 is an internal Energy (1/C sec.)
Universe
This our universe is corollary made by 1/C sec. the universe fill-up by the events and events
occur by the particle.
Occurs
For occurs, To occurs and with occurs the clock is need. The Sun is a sky clock show the time by
the velocity of light that is a second. All this universe is stand on one second. Any each event occurs by
one second. This is a universal device or arrangement.
Principle

Nucleus is a principle / axis for whole universal events.
Railway
Einstein imagine railway having no creative space time motion only show ordinary space time
motion. Besides, it is very heavy/ bogus. Because, railway no possible to move by 2,40,000 km /1 sec.
Birth
Which come from one to another with nucleus that is birth.
Die
Which go from one to another with nucleus that is die.
Space
Creative space is a space.
Time
Creative time is a time.
Motion
Creative motion is a motion
Relativity
It is an optical illusion, but without base.
Face
You can see to your face ? no
You can give proof about your face ? no
You can say, that I have no face ? no
Please find that answer who is me ? relative or absolute.
Male/ Female
How they are super intellect more than another animales ?
Formula : -

mass,

diametre,

motion

1g

1cm

C/1 sec. only apply for male/ Female

1/c g

1/c cm

1/c sec. only apple for animales

Note : each entity having get intellect by the proportion of itself origine diametre by above formula.

